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Abstract
There is a long tradition in computer science of modelling  nite data types such
as stacks and natural numbers by algebras More recently coalgebras which are
dual to algebras have been used to model in nite data types and in operational
semantics
In this report we consider categories of coalgebras from the perspective of topos
theory A mild generalisation of a well known theorem about toposes of coalgebras
of a comonad is given This result is used to prove that if B is a pullback preserving
functor on a topos E  and if the forgetful functor U
B
 E
B
  E has a right adjoint
then E
B
 the category of Bcoalgebras is itself a topos
We also show that if B is a bounded functor on Set preserving weak pullbacks
then the category Set
B
of Bcoalgebras has a subobject classi er and is a reective
full subcategory of a Grothendieck topos We mention an elementary construction
of this topos pointed out to us by 	 as the reection of Set
B
in the category of
e
ective regular categories
We are particularly interested in hidden algebra a formalism in the algebraic
speci cation tradition with close links to coalgebra capturing notions of state and
behavioural equivalence For a hidden destructor signature  we exhibit the topos
structure of the category of hidden algebras
  Introduction
The category of algebras of a given signature has many nice properties  such as
completeness  cocompleteness  epimonic factorisations and exactness  In
this paper we are concerned with the structure of the category E
B
of coalgebras
for an endofunctor B on a topos E 
Toposes have been described as generalised universes of sets 	 One
of the most important class of examples is the class of socalled Grothendieck
 
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toposes  these are categories of sheaves We show  under certain hypotheses
on B  that E
B
is itself a topos Under weaker hypotheses we show how E
B
has
some of the structure of a topos and we discus a full re
ection of this category
into a certain Grothendieck topos
   Algebras and Coalgebras
Consider an unsorted algebraic signature  with one constant symbol   and
one unary operation  An algebra A of this signature consists of a set A  a
function from A to itself interpreting the operator symbol  and an element
of A to interpret the constant symbol   Denoting coproduct in the category
Set by  and the terminal object  a set with one element  by  we have that a
algebra consists of a set S and a function f  S   S Now the operation
S     S can be extended to an endofunctor F on Set  so a algebra can
be seen as an F algebra  ie a pair
A     A  A
consisting of a set A and a function  A homomorphism of F algebras A 
and B  is a function f  A   B such that the diagram below commutes
This notion of homomorphism is consistent with the standard notion of ho
momorphism of algebras Thus we have a category Set
F
of F algebras and
homomorphisms
F A
F  f

  
A
f

F B


B

Dually a coalgebra of an endofunctor B on a category C is a pair
A   A  BA
where A  the carrier of the coalgebra  is an object of C and   the structure
map  is an arrow of C A homomorphism of Bcoalgebras A  and C  is
an arrow f  A  C such that the diagram below commutes in C This gives
a category C
B
of Bcoalgebras and homomorphisms
A
f

  
BA
B f

C


BC

Whereas algebras have traditionally been used to model data types  coal
gebras are naturally used for modelling systems with states and transitions
  The structure map of an algebra points into the carrier telling us how
to how to construct elements of the algebra  whereas the structure map of
a coalgebra points out of the carrier telling us how to destruct elements of
the coalgebra We can also see the structure map of a coalgebra as giving its
dynamics as the example below demonstrates

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Example    Consider nitely nondeterministic unlabelled transition sys
tems which we take to be pairs S 
S
 consisting of a set S of states and a
transition relation  
S
on S We write s   s
 
for s s
 
  
S
 Unlabelled
transition systems can be considered as coalgebras of the covariant nite
powerset functor P
n
  The condition for a function f  S   T to be a
morphism of coalgebras S  and T  is  using the transition notation 

for all s s
 
 S  if s  s
 
then fs  fs
 


for all t  T   if fs  t then there is s
 
 S with s  s
 
and fs
 
  t
So morphisms of these transition systems preserve and re
ect transitions
Whereas initial algebras are important from the algebraic point of view  eg
in giving a denotational semantics to algebraic specications 	  in coalgebra
nal algebras are important  especially in connection with notions such as
bisimulation and behavioural equivalence   Final F coalgebras can be
obtained by a standard limit construction if the functor F is 
op
continuous
A more general result  applicable to functors which may not be 
op
continuous
such as the nite powerset functor above  is given in 
The techniques used to construct nal Bcoalgebras can be used to give
cofree Bcoalgebras  ie to give a right adjoint to the forgetful functor from
C
B
to C This adjunction gives  by a canonical construction  a comonad T 
T   on C  such that C
B
is isomorphic to the category on Tcoalgebras C
T
 In addition if B preserves pullbacks then so does T 
A well known theorem of Lawvere and Tierney states that the category of
coalgebras of a comonad T   on a topos E is itself a topos if T preserves all
nite limits We show that the hypothesis of this theorem can be weakened to
T preserves pullbacks Immediately we have as corollary theorem   that if
B is a pullback preserving endofunctor on a topos E and if cofree Bcoalgebras
exist then E
B
is a topos
Hidden sorted algebra henceforth HSA  is a development of many
sorted algebra henceforth MSA where  amongst other things  sorts are clas
sied as being either visible or hidden and operations may take at most one
argument of hidden sort We regard hidden algebra as having both algebraic
and coalgebraic aspects  the coalgebraic aspect though is especially important
in giving us a notion of behavioural equivalence
We call a hidden signature which is purely coalgebraic a destructor signa
ture The operations of a destructor signature all point out of the hidden
sorts  that is there are no constants of hidden sort For a destructor signature
 we exhibit the topos structure of the category HAlg of algebras using
the comonad result
Hidden algebras can be seen as deterministic coalgebras  In fact the
orem  seems only to be relevant to deterministic coalgebras  for example

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the nite powerset functor in example  only preserves weak pullbacks


Categories of coalgebras of weak pullback preserving functors are not toposes
in general  a counterexample due to PT Johnstone will appear in  How
ever such categories do have subobject classiers and we show  using Girauds
theorem 	  that the category of coalgebras of any bounded

weak pull
back preserving functor on Set embeds as a full re
ective subcategory of a
Grothendieck topos Finally we mention  from   an elementary way of
constructing this topos from the category of coalgebras
We assume notions from category theory such as limits  exponentials  ad
juntions  generators and comonads  We also assume some familiarity with
basic topos theory 	
 Hidden Algebra
In this section we introduce the syntax and semantics of HSA The syntax is
given by HSA signatures and equations for those signatures  the semantics by
HSA algebras and behavioural satisfaction of equations Since HSA builds on
MSA it is natural to start with some of the basic ideas and notation of the
latter Our introduction is based 
  Many Sorted Algebra
The notion of sorted set is used to specify the names of the carriers of algebras
Denition   Given a set S  an Ssorted set is a collection of sets A
s
indexed by elements s  S An Ssorted function f  A  B is a collection
of functions indexed by S such that f
s
 A
s
  B
s
for each s  S We call the
category of Ssorted sets and functions Set
S

The syntactic part of algebras is captured by declaring names of sorts and
operations these declarations are given by a signature
Denition  A many sorted signature is a pair S  where S is a set
of sorts and  is an S

Ssorted set of operation names Thus  if w  S

and s  S then 
ws
is a set of operation names Usually we abbreviate S
to  Elements of 
 s
are referred to as constant symbols of sort s
An algebra for a signature  is an Ssorted set with the structure specied
by the operation names of 
Denition  For a many sorted signature   a algebra A is given by
the following data an Ssorted set  usually denoted A  called the carrier
of the algebra an element A

 A
s
for each s  S and   
 s
 and for

a weak pullback is a pullback without the requirement of uniqueness on mediating mor
phisms

see denition 

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each nonempty list w  S

  and each s  S and   
ws
  an operation
A

 A
w
  A
s
  where if w  s 	 	 	 sn then A
w
 A
s
   A
sn

Given algebras A and B  a homomorphism h  A   B is an S
sorted function which distributes over the operations of the algebras
We write T

for the algebra of terms built from the operations in   and
T

X for the algebra of terms containing variables from an Ssorted set
X
 Hidden Sorted Algebra
Many sorted equational logic can be used to specify and reason about data
types Now data is immutable  natural numbers and booleans are values with
no state Hidden sorted algebra applies algebraic techniques to specifying mu
table entities like program variables or objects in the sense of object oriented
programming
The state of mutable objects is dened in terms of data valued attributes 
eg the current value of a program variable In HSA it is convenient to work
within some standard data universe  this is dened to be a triple V D
where V is a MSA signature and D is some xed algebra Given such
a data universe we can now dene over it a HSA signature to specify objects
which manipulate this data
Denition  A hidden sorted signature over V D is a pair H
such that V H is a many sorted signature with     and such that
the following two conditions hold

if w  V

and v  V   then 
wv
 
wv


for each   
ws
  at most one element of w is in H
The elements of V are referred to as visible sorts  and elements of H as
hidden sorts We often abbreviate H to 
A hidden sorted algebra is an HValgebra A such that Aj
	

D that is  A interprets the visible sorts and operations in exactly the same
way as D A homomorphism of hidden sorted algebras f  A   B is a MSA
homomorphism from A to B such that f
v
 
D
v
for each visible sort v
An equational hidden sorted specication is a hidden sorted signature
together with a set E of equations in the sense of MSA
Hidden sorts capture the states of an object   
hwh
 
  with h h
 
hidden
sorts  can be thought of as a procedure  or a method in object orientation 
which transforms the state of an object   
hwv
  with v visible  can be
thought of as an attribute or slot which gives some information about the
current state Operations with all visible arguments and hidden output are
called generalised hidden constants

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Example  Consider the following HSA specication  given in a variant of
the OBJ language 
hth FLAG is pr BOOL  
hsort Flag  
op new   Flag  
op up  Flag  Flag  
op rev  Flag  Flag  
op up  Flag  Bool  
var F  Flag  
eq up new  false  
eq up up F  true  
eq up rev F  notup F  
endhth
This species a class of cells that hold Boolean values their state is represented
by the sort Flag  and the value held in a particular state is given by the
operation up This value is set to true by the operation up and is switched
by the operation rev The line pr BOOL is a command to import a module
specifying an abstract data type of booleans which we assume has been given
The hidden nature of state becomes apparent when we come to dene sat
isfaction of equations in HSA Informally a hidden sorted equation is satised
i all its visible consequences hold The notion of visible consequence is made
precise by dening contexts for terms
Denition  Given a sort s  S  a context for s of sort s
 
is a term
c  T

fzg
s
 
where z is a variable of sort s which occurs precisely once in
c We write T

z instead of T

fzg  and if t is a term of sort s  we write
ct for the result of substituting t for z in c If e is a equation of the form
X l  r  we write ce for the equation X cl  cr
A local context is a context whose visible subterms are all constants from
 We denote the set of local contexts on a variable z by L

z
Denition 	 A hidden sorted algebra A behaviourally satises a 
equation e indicated A j e i A satises ce in the standard way for all
v  V and c  L

z
v
 For a set E of equations  we write A j E i A j e
for all e  E
A behavioural  Emodel is a hidden sorted algebra A such that
A j E
For example the equation  F rev rev F  F is behaviourally satised
by all models of the FLAG specication
To summarise  HSA features signatures with visible and hidden sorts  vis
ible sorts are interpreted in a xed data universe  operations are monadic in
hidden sorts and hidden sorted equations need only be behaviourally satised
One important consequence of the rst two restrictions is the existence  for
a HSA signature  with no generalised hidden constant symbols  of a nal

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algebra F

 The carriers of F

are to be thought of as behaviours  more
precisely they are functions from visible local contexts to data values In fact
we have
F
h

Y
vV
L

z
h

v
  D
v
	
For an attribute   
hwv
and p  F


h
we have F



p d  pz
h
 d
For a method   
hwh
 
we have F



p d  
c	pcz
h
 d
For any algebra A  we can dene behavioural equivalence as follows 
for a a
 
 A
s

a 	

a
 
i A
c
a  A
c
a
 
 for all v  V and c  L

z
v

where A
c
denotes the function obtained by interpreting in A each operation
in the context c Note that behavioural equivalence on a algebra A is the
kernel of the unique homomorphism to the nal algebra
Hidden algebra has both algebraic and coalgebraic aspects Attributes are
coalgebraic in nature  generalised hidden constants are algebraic  and methods
can be seen as being both algebraic and coalgebraic We recall the following
denition from 
Denition 
 A hidden signature  is a destructor signature if it has no
generalised hidden constants
The following restriction of specications has a coalgebraic 
avour related
to the denition of mongruence in  A related condition appears in 
Denition  A hidden specication  E is a destructor specication
if  is a destructor signature and all of the equations in E contain no more
than one hidden variable
We now formalise the precise sense in which hidden algebra  with a de
structor signature   is coalgebraic see 
Proposition   Let H be a destructor HSA signature over V D
HAlg is isomorphic to the category of coalgebras of the endofunctor G

on
Set
H
dened by
G


h

Y
hH 
hw t
D
w
  
t

where by abuse of notation X
v
is taken to be D
v
and for an Hsorted function
f  f
v
is taken to be 
D
v

 Toposes of Coalgebras
In 	 it is proved that if T  T   is a comonad on a topos E such that T
preserves all nite limits  then the category E
T
of Tcoalgebras is itself a topos
In this section we discuss how the constructions from 	 can be adapted to
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show that the hypothesis preserves nite limits above can we weakened to
preserves pullbacks First let us recall the denition of a topos
Denition   A topos is a category with nite limits  a subobject classier
and exponentials
The construction of a subobject classier for E
T
goes through unchanged
for this only uses the fact that T preserves pullbacks and monics  but any
pullback preserving functor also preserves monics since an arrow is monic
i its kernel pair is a pair of isomorphisms The subobject classier for E
T
arises as a subcoalgebra of the cofree Tcoalgebra T  


 on the subobject
classier  of E 
In  we generalise the construction of exponentials from 	 to the
pullback preserving case The framework of our proof is based on the corre
sponding proof for the left exact case  the generalisation is based on the fact
that every topos has partial map classiers  
Denition  A partial arrow from A to B consists of a monic i  I   A
and an arrow f  I   B We call i the domain of denition of the partial
arrow A partial arrow classier for an object B is a monic 
B
 B  
e
B
such that for every partial arrow i f from any object A to B  there is a
unique arrow f
 
which makes the following diagram a pullback
A
f
 

e
B
I
i

f 
B

B

In the left exact case the exponential B 
 A 
arises as a subcoalgebra
of the cofree Tcoalgebra on the exponential B
A
 In the pullback preserving
case it arises as a subcoalgebra of the cofree Tcoalgebra on
e
B
A
 Our proof is
somewhat tortuous  a more elegant proof  due to PT Johnstone  will appear
in 
Theorem  If T  T   is a comonad on a topos E  and if the functor
T preserves pullbacks then E
T
is itself a topos
  A Topos of BCoalgebras
Let B be a pullback preserving functor on a topos E such that the forgetful
functor U
B
 E
B
  E has a right adjoint G
B
 Now U
B
G
B
  U
B
G
B
 is a
comonad on E   where  and  are respectively the counit and unit of the
adjunction posited above see  It is straightforward to verify that the
functor U
B
G
B
preserves pullbacks  Also by an application of the dual
of Becks theorem it can be shown that there is a comparison functor K
from E
B
to E
T
such that U
B
 U
T

 K and K is an isomorphism We now
have

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Theorem  Suppose B is an endofunctor on a topos E If B preserves
pullbacks and if the forgetful functor from E
B
to E has a right adjoint then E
B
is a topos
 Applications
In this subsection we brie
y consider the scope of applications of theorem 
to dierent kinds of dynamical systems in computer science
We start by considering the well known example of deterministic automata
We take a deterministic automata to be a tuple Q I  V  consisting of a
state set Q  a set of inputs I  a state transition function   I  Q   Q  an
output set V and an output function   Q   V some denitions require
an initial state to be given Such automata can be seen as coalgebras of the
pullback preserving functor Q   Q
A
 V on Set  thus we get a topos of
deterministic automata
Hidden algebras can be seen as deterministic automata in a many sorted
setting with the added ingredient of algebraic structure on the data and equa
tional specication of behaviour The functor G

in proposition  preserves
pullbacks and thus gives us a topos of hidden algebras For a destructor
specication  E  HAlg E arises as the slice of HAlg by the nal
 Ealgebra and is thus also a topos We consider this example in more
detail in the following section
The polynomial functors of Jacobs  which he uses in his coalgebraic formal
isation of ideas from object orientation    are also pullback preserving
 A Topos of Hidden Algebras
Now we apply some of the machinery of the previous section to show that  for
a hidden destructor signature   the category HAlg of hidden algebras
is a topos We exhibit the basic constructs of the topos HAlg  namely the
subobject classier and power objects
Let us assume throughout that we have a HSA destructor signature
H over a data universe V D
  A Hidden Comonad
We partially dene in this section a comonad T  T   on Set
H
such
that Set
H

T
is isomorphic to HAlg  This comonad arises from the
construction of cofree hidden algebras in  We set
T N
h

Y
vV
L

z
h

v
  D
v

Y
tH
L

z
h

t
  N
t
	
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Let f  N  M be an arrow of Set
H
  we have T f  T N   T M given
by T f
h
   where

v
c  
v
c v  V and c  L

z
h

v

s
c  f
s

s
c s  H and c  L

z
h

s

N
 T N   T

N is given by 
N

h
   where

v
c  
v
c v  V and c  L

z
h

v

s
c 
Q
uVH

c
 
	
u
c
 
c s  H and c  L

z
h

s
So  can be thought of as taking in hidden contexts c and outputting the
translation of  by c
Noting that the functor T preserves pullbacks we get that HAlg is a
topos In the following subsection we construct the subobject classier of this
topos by instantiating the general construction in 	  we also give power
objects
 The Subobject Classier
Suppose T  T   is the comonad described in the previous section Let the
truth object of the topos Set
H
be   where 
h
 ftrue
h
 false
h
g and t     
the subobject classier  where t
h
  true
h
 Take   T     to be the
classifying map  in Set
H
  of the monic T t  T   T  It is not hard to
see that  is given by

h
  true
h
i s  H  c  L

z
h

s
 
s
c  true
s
	
It is shown in 	 that the truth object 
T
of C
T
is dened by the equaliser
below

T
e 
T  



T  
 
id
 T  

T  


 is the cofree Tcoalgebra on the set  Its carrier consists of
functions  mapping visible contexts to values from the data universe D  and
hidden contexts to booleans
Now let h  T     be the characteristic arrow in Set
H
of the monic
id  T    T  It is shown in 	 that the morphism T h 
 

from the
cofree coalgebra on  to the cofree coalgebra on  equalizes the parallel pair
above and hence we have an arrow t
T
 T    
T
  shown below  which is the
subobject classier for C
T

T  


t
T



T  h






T
e 
T  



T  
 
id
 T  


Recall that we have a comparison functor K  HAlg   Set
H

T
which
is an isomorphism of categories and preserves the carriers underlying the al

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gebra coalgebra structures and the functions underlying morphisms of these
structures The subobject classier of HAlg is K

t
T
  we can calculate
this arrow from the universal properties given in the two diagrams above
T  


 is the image under K of the cofree hidden algebra C over  C has
carrier T  with algebra structure being given analogously to 
It is straightforward to see that the forgetful functor from HAlg to Set
H
creates equalisers  thus we may take the truth object of HAlg  denoted 

 
to be the subalgebra C of consisting of those  with   T  
 


 A
quick calculation shows that this condition is equivalent to the requirement
that for all s  H and c  L

z
h

s


s
c  true
s
i for all t  H and c
 
 L

z
s

t
 
t
c
 
c  true
t
		
This condition says that once  maps a hidden context c to true then it
maps all contexts of the form c
 
c to true Thinking of c  L

z
h

s
as an arrow
h  s  the requirement above says that  is a sieve of contexts 	
One can also verify that the subobject classier t

 F

  

of HAlg
is given by
t


v
c  
v
c v  V and c  L

z
h

v
t


s
c  true
s
s  H and c  L

z
h

s
That is t

picks out the always true behaviours
 Power Objects
We give  without proofs  the construction of power objects Let A be a 
algebra  the power object PA for A is taken to be a subalgebra of the cofree
algebra on the powerset of the carrier of A Specically we have   PA
h
i all the elements of 
h
z
h
  A
h
are behaviourally equivalent to  and for
all t  H  c  L

z
h

t
then a  
h
z
h
 implies A
c
a  
t
c
The evaluation arrow 
A
 A  PA   

is dened by 
A

h
a   
where

v
c  
v
c v  V and c  L

z
h

v

s
c  true
s
i A
c
a  
s
c for s  H and c  L

z
h

s
Given a homomorphism f  A B   

the power transpose
!
f  B  
PA of f is dened by 
!
f
h
b   where

v
c  B
c
b v  V and c  L

z
h

v

s
c  fa  A
s
j f
s
a B
c
b
s
z
s
  true
s
g s  H and c  L

z
h

s
 Equations
The above approach can be used to show that the category HAlg E of
algebras of a destructor specication  E is also a topos  More generally

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we believe it would not be di"cult to show that we can relax the requirement
that  E be a destructor specication to the requirement that it be lexic

 A lexic specication may contain hidden constants but requires that their
observable behaviour be completely specied  that is for all ground terms t of
visible sort v there is a d  D
v
such that
E j t  d	
The FLAG specication in example  is lexic
 Nondeterministic Coalgebras
The requirement that B preserves pullbacks in theorem  seems to limit its
application to categories of deterministic coalgebras In particular we cannot
apply it to the category of unlabelled nitely branching transition systems
from example  because P
n
doesnt preserve pullbacks This functor does
however preserve weak pullbacks  more generally this is the assumption under
which the universal coalgebra of  is worked out
We prove below that if B  Set   Set preserves weak pullbacks and is
bounded like P
n
  see below then Set
B
is complete and has a subobject
classier Close analogues of these two results have been proved independently
in  It is convenient to restrict our attention in this section and in the
following section to coalgebras of functors on Set  we expect that the results
generalise to functors on arbitrary toposes with all small coproducts Unless
otherwise stated assume B is a weak pullback preserving endofunctor on Set
We start with some background from 
  Completeness
Proposition   Let A  C  and D  be Bcoalgebras with f  A  
B g  B   C any functions If g is injective and g and g 
 f are morphisms
of coalgebras then f is a morphism of coalgebras
Denition  A subcoalgebra of a Bcoalgebra A  is a subset V of A
with a necessarily unique Bcoalgebra structure 
V
on V such that the
inclusion V   A is a morphism of coalgebras We may therefore  without
confusion  refer to a subcoalgebra by its carrier
Proposition  The collection of subcoalgebras of a Bcoalgebra A  is a
complete lattice with meet given by intersection and join by union For s  A
we denote by hsi the smallest subcoalgebra of A  whose carrier contains s
Proposition  If A 
f
  B  is a morphism of coalgebras and V is a
subcoalgebra of A  then fV  is a subcoalgebra of B 

In this case HAlg  E is not a category of coalgebras but it seems clear how we should
modify the constructions of the subobject classier and power objects given in this section

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Denition  A weak pullback preserving functor B on Set is bounded if
there exists a set V such that for every Bcoalgebra A  and every a  A 
there exists a monic from the carrier of the subcoalgebra hai into the set V 
Remark  Thus B is bounded if there is a maximum size to the carrier of
any Bcoalgebra that is generated by a single element The nite powerset
functor is bounded  
We are now in a position to prove the completeness of Set
B

Proposition 	 The category Set
B
of Bcoalgebras has equalisers
Proof Let f g  A    B  be morphisms of Bcoalgebras  and let E
be the set fx  A j fx  gxg The equaliser of f and g is the inclusion
 
eEheiE
hei   A 	
Given any coalgebra C  and morphism C 
h
  A  such that f 
 h 
g 
 h then  for each t  C  hhti  hhti  E Thus the function h factors
uniquely through the inclusion above  from proposition  it follows that the
mediating function is in fact a coalgebra morphism  
We need the following theorem whose statement we have dualised from

Theorem 
 If T  T   is a comonad on a complete category C then C
T
is complete i	 it has equalisers
Putting proposition 	 and theorem  together  and observing that if B
is bounded then U
B
is comonadic

we have
Proposition  If B  Set   Set preserves weak pullbacks and is bounded
then Set
B
is complete
 considers the category Set
B
in case B is the powerset functor There
the author presents a nitely branching coalgebra
f  g    f g        
which he claims has no product with itself in Set
B
 This does not directly
contradict the completeness of the category of nitely branching transition
systems  but it might be thought that the counterexample above also applies
here In this case however the greatest bisimulation on the given coalgebra
serves as a product in either category In general the proof of theorem 
shows that the product of two Bcoalgebras A  and C  is a subcoalgebra
of the cofree Bcoalgebra on the set A C

boundedness implies the existence of a right adjoint 	

 and applying Beck as in 	 
gives comonadicity

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 Subobject Classier
In the discussion following the statement of theorem  we commented that
the proof that the category of coalgebras of a left exact comonad on a topos
has a subobject classier also goes through for a comonad whose functor part
only preserves pullbacks This was because the proof only required the functor
to preserves pullbacks and monics  and the former implies the latter Now we
observe that a functor preserving weak pullbacks also preserves monics since
an arrow is monic i its kernel pair is a pair of isomorphisms Also we note
that the proof actually only requires the preservation of pullbacks where one
of the projections is monic  clearly preservation of weak pullbacks su"ces for
this Now we have
Proposition   For a bounded functor B on Set preserving weak pullbacks
the category Set
B
has a subobject classier
Proof We have already observed the comonadicity of the forgetful functor
U
B
 Set
B
  Set If U
B
has right adjoint G
B
then G
B
preserves pullbacks
and hence preserves weak pullback By proposition  the functor part of the
resultant comonad  G
B
U
B
preserves weak pullbacks
Example    Consider again the nite powerset functor We can use the
description of the comonad that this generates  to get a picture of the
subobject classier in the category of nitely branching unlabelled transition
systems
As a rst approximation consider the set of nitely branching  rooted trees
whose nodes are labelled true or false This can be regarded as a transition
system in the obvious way  ie with each tree making a transition to the
subtree sprouting from a child of its root This can also be regarded as a
weakly nal coalgebra of the functor X   P
n
XBool We obtain a nal
coalgebra for this functor  which will be a cofree P
n
coalgebra over the set
Bool  by quotienting by the appropriate notion of bisimilarity as follows
A tfbisimulation relation on the transition system dened above is a rela
tion R on the underlying state space such that for all trees t t

 t

and t

 

if tRt

then the roots of t and t

have the same label

if tRt

and t  t

then there exists a tree t

such that t

Rt

and t

  t



if tRt

and t

  t

then there exists a tree t

such that t

Rt

and t  t


Quotienting the transition system described above by tfbisimilarity  that is
the union of all tfbisimulations

  gives us a cofree transition system on the
set Bool Finally taking the subsystem consisting of those equivalence classes
of trees whose members satisfy the rule that the child of a node labelled true
is also labelled true gives us the subobject classier

this amounts to quotienting the underlying state space by the given relation

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 Coalgebras and Sheaves
In this section we show  for a bounded weak pullback preserving functor B on
Set  that Set
B
is a full re
ective subcategory of a Grothendieck topos This
is achieved by a partial application of Girauds theorem 	 We conclude by
describing an elementary construction of this topos  namely as the re
ection
of Set
B
in the category of eective regular categories This was shown to us
by Peter Johnstone and details will appear in  The following is a version
of Girauds theorem see 	 pages 	 and  which provides conditions
characterising a Grothendieck topos We check that all the hypotheses of this
theorem apply to Set
B
except for the eectiveness of equivalence relations
The proof of Girauds theorem constructs a site from a generating set for
E and an adjunction which is an equivalence of categories between E and the
category of sheaves on that site The eectiveness of equivalence relations is
only needed to prove that the counit of this adjunction is an isomorphism so
in the case of Set
B
Giraud still gives us a Grothendieck topos with Set
B
as a
re
ective full subcategory
Theorem   
Giraud A category E with small homsets and all nite lim
its is a Grothendieck topos i	 it has the following properties
  E has small coproducts they are disjoint and stable under pullback
 every epi in E is the coequaliser of its kernel pair
 epis in E are stable under pullback
 every equivalence relation in E is a kernel pair and has a quotient
 there is a small set of objects on E which generate E 
It will help to recall that conditions  above all apply to Set and that
the forgetful functor U
B
creates colimits and preserves and re
ects both epis
and monics  The following two propositions are also useful
Proposition  
from   Let A  C  and D  be Bcoalgebras
with f  A   B g  B   C any functions If f is surjective and f and
g 
 f are morphisms of coalgebras then g is a morphism of coalgebras
Proposition  The forgetful functor U
B
 Set
B
  Set preserves weak pull
backs
Proof It is su"cient to show that U
B
transforms pullbacks into weak pull
backs  Let A  be the vertex of the pullback of f  C    E 
and g  D    E   and P 

 

the pullback of the functions f and g
in Set see below Since B preserves weak pullbacks  pullbacks in Set lift to
Bbisimulations  that is there exists a coalgebra structure on P such that 

and 

are morphisms of coalgebras Thus there exists a function i from P
to A making the diagram commute  it is easy to see now that A is a weak
pullback of f and g in Set  

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P
i



 





A
h 
k

C
f

D
g 
E

In what follows we assume the situation described in the proof of proposi
tion 
Now if f is an injection into a coproduct in Set
B
 then f is monic k  the
pullback of f along g  is monic also and the weak pullback A h k is actually
a pullback in Set Thus pulling back a coproduct cocone in Set
B
along the
morphism g and then applying U
B
is the same as applying U
B
and pulling back
in Set along U
B
g Since U
B
creates coproducts and coproducts are stable
under pullback in Set we have that coproducts are stable under pullback in
Set
B
 The disjointness of coproducts follows by similar reasoning
Now suppose that f  g is some epi in Set
B
  then f is the coequaliser of 

and 

in Set Now given a morphism c  C   K  such that c
h  c
k
then c 
 

 c 
 

and c factors in Set as c  t 
 f for some t  E   K
That t is in fact a morphism of coalgebras follows from proposition   the
uniqueness of the mediating morphism t follows easily Thus condition  is
veried
If in diagram  f is epi in Set
B
then it is epi in Set Thus 

  the pullback
of f along g  is epi in Set  it follows that k is epi in Set and hence in Set
B

Thus condition  above is proved
That every equivalence relation has a quotient is a consequence of the
cocompleteness of Set
B
 Finally it is shown in  that boundedness of B
implies condition 
Now we have
Theorem  Let B be a bounded endofunctor on Set which preserves weak
pullbacks then the category Set
B
of Bcoalgebras embeds as a full reective
subcategory of a Grothendieck topos
A forthcoming paper  will exhibit a noneective equivalence relation in
Set
B
in case B is the nite powerset functor  showing that this category is not a
topos Since this is the only hypothesis of Giraud which doesnt hold we might
say informally that the possible noneectiveness of equivalence relations is the
only way in which Set
B
fails to be a topos  pointed out to us that Set
B
is regular and thus has a re
ection MapSet
B
 in the category of eective
regular categories which satises all the Giraud conditions  this provides an
elementary construction of the topos in theorem  Again details of this will
appear in 
The objects of MapSet
B
 are equivalence relations in Set
B
 Given equiv
alence relations R and R
 
on coalgebras A  and B  respectively  a mor

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phism from R to R
 
is a relation F  A  B  such that

F is dened from R to R
 
  that is RF  F  F R
 
 

F is functional   ie R  F F

and F

F  R
 
 
where relational composition is written diagrammatically and R

is the con
verse relation to R For a regular category C we have a full inclusion I from
C to MapC  sending each C object A to the diagonal arrow #
A
 h
A
 
A
i 
A   A  A and each morphism f  A   B to the graph of f   that is the
pullback of f and 
B

Since we have an inclusion I of Set
B
into a topos MapSet
B
 and since
we know that the former already has a subobject classier  it is natural to
ask whether this is preserved by I The following proposition answers this
question in the a"rmative
Proposition  If C is a regular category with a subobject classier t   
 and MapC is a topos then the inclusion I  C   MapC preserves the
subobject classier
Proof By proposition  below it will su"ce to show that  for an arbitrary
object C of C  It acts as a classier for subobjects of IC Now any subob
ject of IC lies in the image of I by   lemma   so the existence of a
characteristic arrow for such a subobject follows from fact that I is left exact
Uniqueness of the characteristic arrow follows from the fact that I  being full
and faithful  re
ects limits
Proposition  
see   lemma  Suppose that    R is a monic
in MapC such that for any subobject IA  IB there is a unique arrow
F  IB   R such that IA   IB is the pullback of    R along F 
Then   R is a subobject classier for MapC
 Future Work
One obvious question arising from the previous section is whether  for a weak
pullback preserving comonad T  T   on a topos E   the category MapE
T

is a topos
We expect that the re
ective full subcategory Set
B
of MapSet
B
 should
arise as the full subcategory of separated objects for some LawvereTierney
topology j in MapSet
B
 This would imply that the inclusion of Set
B
into
MapSet
B
 not only preserves the subobject classier  but also any exponen
tials that exist in Set
B
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